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It has been an incredibly 
busy and exciting few 
months for irrigators in 
Tasmania. 

Thank you so much to every 
person who took the time to 
provide feedback about the 
first edition of Tasmanian 
Irrigation’s new quarterly 
newsletter – Branch Out.  

We are pleased you found 
the content informative and 
inspiring, enjoyed the scheme 
updates and learned more 
about the important work 
carried out by Tasmanian 
Irrigation. 

In this edition we share more 
innovative stories from 
irrigators, an update from our 
Minister following the 
Tasmanian Government 
election, a profile on TI 
Scheme Operator Scott 
O’Halloran and detail from 
our Asset Management Team 
on forecasting tools to enable 
TI to manage irrigation 
assets in a reliable and viable 
manner for customers. 

 

 “As Tasmanian Irrigation 
continues to deliver high-

surety water to the 
State’s farmers as 
efficiently, cost-
effectively and 

compliantly as possible, 
as well as construct a 
further 10 irrigation 

projects over the next 
decade at a cost of more 

than $950 million, we will 
be refining our systems, 

processes and resources.” 

Now that most irrigation 
schemes have closed their 
seasons, we are having 
discussions with all of our 18 
Irrigator Representative 
Committees about the season 
that has finished, the 
budgetary position of the 
scheme and the forward 
forecasts for costs and 
pricing. A large part of this 
discussion is the progress 
achieved in the past 12 
months to develop our asset 
management and 
maintenance planning 
systems.  
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We really value the 
opportunity to discuss and 
receive direct feedback from 
our irrigators on the issues 
that are facing them and how 
we as a business are 
performing. 

Asset management, including 
maintenance and replacement 
planning, is an ongoing 
priority for Tasmanian 
Irrigation, ensuring the cost 
effective and high reliability 
functioning of our asset base. 
The development of these 
systems provides direct 
benefits to farmers, such as 
the development of 
maintenance and asset 
replacement plans for the 
next 20 to 50 years and 
validation of current asset 
condition to ensure all 
infrastructure operates at the 
highest level of reliability. 

It is essential that all 
budgeting includes allocations 
for maintenance and 
replacement spending, not 
only for the existing 
operational schemes, but also 
for the new irrigation projects 
that will be commissioned and 
then added to the Water 
Delivery Team’s list of 
responsibilities.  

Tasmanian Irrigation is 
committed to consulting and 
working with Irrigator 
Representative Committees to 
provide updates about priority 
asset management projects. I 
am sure you will enjoy the 
story in this newsletter about 
how we manage our assets 
and what forecasting tools are 
being developed to ensure we 
manage dams safely and 
identify any remediation 
works required. 

We also look forward to the re
-elected Tasmanian Liberal 
Government delivering on its 
widely-welcomed agricultural 
election commitments, 
including $23.7 million in 
additional funding for the first 
five Tranche Three irrigation 
projects to meet the higher-
than-expected demand for 
scheme water. 

Tasmanian Irrigation also 
welcomes the Australian 
Government’s commitment of 
$4.7 million for the 
development of a business 
case for the South East 
Integration Project. 

“All Tasmanians are 
extremely fortunate that 

the Tasmanian and 
Australian Governments 

continue to prioritise 
irrigation infrastructure as 
part of the unique public / 

private funding 
partnership.” 

As part of our commitment to 
increased communication with 
our irrigators and other 
stakeholders, we will shortly 
be launching a revamped 
website. There will be a 
greater concentration on 
relevant and timely 
information, including live 
dam level data, scheme 
snapshots, project timelines, 
water trading, entitlements 
register and much more. 

We have also just re-launched 
Tasmanian Irrigation’s 
Facebook page so please 
make sure you like our page 
to receive all the latest news. 
Thank you again for your 
support of Tasmanian 
Irrigation and please contact 
me or one of the friendly TI 
team members if you require 
any additional 
information. Cheers, 

Message from the CEO 
continued… 
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With the State election 
over and a majority 
Liberal Government 
returned, it’s time to get 
back to work and 
continue securing 
Tasmania’s future and 
delivering for all regions.  

I remain committed to working 
on behalf of rural and regional 
Tasmania to provide you with 
the support you need to invest 
in local businesses and create 
more jobs.  

We presented a clear plan 
detailing our vision for Tasmania 
and there is no doubt that 
agriculture is a key pillar in this 
strategy.  

Innovation, export 
enhancement, employment 
initiatives and infrastructure 
investment are some of the 
cornerstones of the Tasmanian 
Liberal Government’s $50 million 
agricultural election 
commitments. 

I am proud to be overseeing the 
rollout of these promises, which 
include: 

•     $30.2 million into water 
resources and irrigation, 
including $23.7 million to 
supersize Tranche Three 
irrigation projects to meet 
increased demand for the Don, 
Tamar, Sassafras, Northern 
Midlands and Fingal irrigation 
schemes, as well as seeking up 
to $100 million in additional 

funding from the Australian 
Government, and $4.7 million 
for Tasmanian Irrigation to 
develop a business case to 
deliver the South East 
Integration Project;   

•     $15 million to create a new 
world-leading Tasmanian 
Agricultural Precinct in 
Launceston, with a satellite hub 
in Hobart; 

•     $10.2 million in a new Ag-
Protection package to future-
proof Tasmanian agriculture and 
manage risks to primary 
industries, such as biosecurity, 
Landcare, natural resource 
management, traceability and 
carbon reduction programs; 

•     $6 million to deliver the 
final three years of Tasmania’s 
first trade strategy, deliver 
annual Trade Action plans, 
maximise trade opportunities for 
exporters, including through the 
new Air New Zealand flights 
direct to Auckland, and secure 
and expand the International 
Business Development Network 
until 2025; and  

•     $3 million in a new 
Agricultural Development Fund 
supporting agricultural research, 
development and extension. 

“The Tasmanian 
Government is well on track 
to achieving the bold target 
of increasing the farmgate 

value of Tasmania’s 
agricultural industries to 

$10 billion by 2050.”  

 

Agriculture is now worth $1.9 
billion at the farmgate and the 
processed food value is worth 
approximately $4.86 billion. And 
Tasmania has recorded the third 
highest export growth rate in 
Australia. 

Tasmania has a remarkable 
opportunity to leverage our 
strengths in agriculture – rich 
soil, a favourable climate, water 
infrastructure, enterprising 
farmers and a premium brand – 
to significantly expand and 
accelerate our agricultural 
industries and food 
manufacturing capacity. 

I am delighted to again be given 
responsibility for the Primary 
Industries and Water portfolio, 
as well as the Trade and 
Emission Reduction portfolios.  

These portfolios are centred on 
innovation, business support 
and creating opportunities for 
Tasmania.  

There is great synergy across 
these portfolios, which will 
deliver benefits for the entire 
agricultural sector.  

I look forward to working with 
you to sustainably grow 
Tasmania’s agricultural 
industries. 

Message from the Minister 

Hon. Guy Barnett, Primary Industries and Water  
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Dave and Jane Field — Montagu  

Irrigator Interview 

Dave and Jane Field were frustrated by 
the lack of land acquisition opportunities 
in New Zealand to expand their dairy 
business. 

So, in 2015, they commenced searching online for 
a suitable dairy property in Tasmania to relocate 
their family, including two young daughters. 

An 800-hectare property at Montagu in North West 
Tasmania, then milking 800 cows twice a day, 
caught their attention. Further due diligence 
revealed that Tasmanian Irrigation was planning 
to construct the Duck Irrigation Scheme in the 
area, so Dave and Jane put forward an offer on 
the basis that an 800 megalitre water allocation 
was committed to as part of the sale. 

In October, the Field family crossed the Tasman 
Sea and started a new adventure ‘Field Agri’. 

“We didn’t look at any other locations in Australia 
– only Tasmania – because of the climate, 
infrastructure and access to irrigation water.  

“From farming in Canterbury, we knew what high 
surety water could deliver and to be honest, if this 
property didn’t have promised access to irrigation 
water, we wouldn’t have gone ahead,” Jane  
said. 

“We were very fortunate that Water Sales for the 
Duck Irrigation Scheme were still open when we 
signed the contract.” 

Jane and Dave invested a further $1.5 million into 
the property to ensure it was water ready.  

Dying pine shelter belts were removed, existing 
linear irrigators were replaced by pivots, additional 
area was prepped for further pivots, new laneways 
were constructed and extensive hump and hollow 
drainage work and regressing was undertaken.  

Now, the farm has 330 hectares under pivot, has 
moved to spring-only calving, is milking 1,450 
cows once a day in a 70-bale rotary dairy and has 
increased the number of grazed beef cattle and 
heifers. 
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Irrigation and growing grass are the two primary 
factors considered for all farm-based decisions. 
They recently added chicory into the existing rye 
and white clover mix, resulting in improvements in 
pasture quality. 

“For us, it’s all about milk production following the 
grass growing curve and efficiently using irrigation 
to produce pasture,” Dave said. 

“We are not chasing production, but focusing on 
the profitability of the business and maximising 
sustainability. 

“We know the cost of irrigation to grow grass, so 
our viability isn’t linked to fluctuating grain prices. 

“Our mantra is low cost, high quality and 
consistent supply.” 

With no farming experience in Tasmania, but 
extensive irrigation understanding from New 
Zealand, Dave said it was difficult to determine 
how many megalitres they would require from a 
new irrigation scheme. 

He said it was all about flow rate and ensuring 
they could access four megalitres per hectare, 
despite having about nine bores with varying flow 
rates and an 1100mm average rainfall. 

“We are located toward the end of the line so it is 
easy to sell irrigation water but hard to buy. We 
did manage to purchase an extra 200 megalitres 
off a neighbour one year, but I would advise all 
farmers on new schemes that are located toward 
the end of a line, commit to as many megalitres 
as you can. 
 

 

“If we had a crystal ball, we would have 
bought more Tasmanian Irrigation 
water and not drilled any bores as 95 
per cent surety over 100 years far 
outperforms bores that can run dry.” 

 

“The quality of TI water is ideal, with less sodium 
content, to grow the best possible pasture. There 
is no doubt that this irrigation water has added 
significant value to the property.” 

Jane added: “we have been able to improve our 
work / life balance by moving the cows to one 
milking a day and engaging a share milker. 

“This is the best place in the world to farm. The 
only thing we would change is that if we had our 
time again, we would have purchased more 
scheme irrigation water.” 

Area serviced Montagu, Stanley, Forest, Edith 
Creek and Irishtown 

Capacity 5,200 ML 

Project cost $29.98 million 

Commissioned December 2018 

No. of irrigators 26 

Pipeline 62km 

Pump stations 2 

Dams 1 

Duck Irrigation Scheme Snapshot 
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One of many important 
functions delivered by the 
Water Delivery Team is to 
facilitate water trading of 
water entitlements within 
the district they are issued. 

Trades are made by transferring 
irrigation water volume 
(megalitres) between irrigation 
rights and flow rate (ML / day) 
between delivery rights. 

To take effect, a transfer must 
be approved by Tasmanian 
Irrigation and recorded in the 
water entitlements register for 
the relevant irrigation district. 
The form to submit a transfer 
can be downloaded from the 
Tasmanian Irrigation website 
under Active Schemes. A copy of 
the register can also be accessed 
from this section of the website. 

While the Water Sales process 
during the construction of a new 
irrigation project is only open to 
landowners within the scheme’s 
boundaries, once the scheme is 
commissioned, a person does 
not need to own land within a 
district to receive a transfer of 
water entitlements. 

Once entitlements are “live”,  
the TI water trading platform 
enables anyone with an 
entitlement to list flow rates or 
any volume up to their full 
entitlement for sale or transfer 
to any member of the public. 

Trades are open market 
between buyer and seller, so 
price variations are to be 
expected. There are two 
categories of trades (entitlement 
trades and allocation trades) and 
three types of transfers 
(permanent transfers, limited 
term transfers and short-term 
transfers).  

•     Entitlement trades: 

include permanent and limited 
term transfers of the volume and 
flow rate entitlements held 
under irrigation rights and 
delivery rights. 

•     Allocation trades: include 

short term transfers of the 
volume and flow rate allocations 
that have been made to 
irrigation rights and delivery 
rights for a particular irrigation 
season of an irrigation district. 
Because allocations are made on 
the first day of a season, short 
term transfers take effect 
entirely within one season. 

•     Permanent transfer 

(sale): results in an absolute 
change in the ownership of 
entitlements. 

•     Limited term transfer 

(lease): results in a change in 
ownership for a defined period 
of time.  

 

The tradability of water within 
an irrigation district is regulated 
through the zone nomination of 
delivery rights.  

A  transfer of flowrate will only 
be approved if the zone 
nominations of the transferor 
and transferee are the same or 
compatible.   

TI approves the transfer on the 
basis that it does not exceed 
zone capacities.  

 

     Continued on page seven... 

Water Delivery  

By David Skipper 

 
Tasmanian Irrigation’s 
Water Delivery Team is 

responsible for the 
operation of irrigation 

schemes around 
Tasmania, and the 

delivery of irrigation 
water in an efficient, 

economically viable and 
environmentally 

sustainable manner to 
more than 1,000 

irrigators. 

Tasmanian Irrigation employs 
14 skilled and dedicated 

Scheme Operators to 
manage and administer each 

scheme.  

Currently, the team manages 
15 projects that were 

planned and constructed by 
Tasmanian Irrigation, as well 

as a range of inherited 
schemes and infrastructure, 
including Lake Leake, Rileys 
Creek Dam, Togari Water 
Scheme and the Montagu 

and Welcome River 
Improvement Schemes. 

Regular routine maintenance, 
compliance and ensuring the 
schemes are delivering water 
at the most efficient curve is 
paramount to a successful 

scheme and ensuring water 
costs to irrigators are 

controlled and appropriate. 

 

For more information 
about Water Trading or 
Water Delivery, please 

contact Tasmanian 
Irrigation on  

(03) 6398-8433  
or 

watertrading@tasmanianirrigation.com.au 
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Water Delivery continued… 

Tasmanian Irrigation is working 
through a range of repairs and 
maintenance projects over the 
winter months across its active 
schemes.  

Main channel upgrade works on 
the Cressy Longford Irrigation 
Scheme have just been 
completed.  

Dual siphons and levee bank 
works are expected to deliver 
245+ megalitres of water via 
the main channel to Stoney 
Croft, where a pump upgrade is 
also scheduled. 

Tasmanian Irrigation greatly 
appreciates the support of local 
landowners and the safe, 
professional and attentive work 
by contractors. 

Cressy 

Longford 

Irrigation 
Scheme 
Upgrade  

Tasmanian Irrigation has now 
finalised meter reading across all 
schemes and invoicing is well 
underway.  

Meetings with Irrigator 
Representative Committees are 
almost finalised and Tasmanian 
Irrigation is extremely thankful  
for the time and feedback 
provided by our IRC members to 
ensure we deliver irrigation water 
as cost effectively as possible. 

Some of the priority projects for 
the Water Delivery Team in the 
coming months are:  

• Repairs to pump station and 
outlets around the Swan Scheme 
after the flood in late March; 

• Rolling out over $1 million 
dollars in asset renewal and 
replacements in line with our 
asset management schedule; 

• Annual repairs and general 
maintenance on all schemes; 

• Continue to streamline 
processes with scheme meter 
reads and billing cycles; 

• Continue to streamline our 
scheme budgets and financial 
accounting processes; and 

• Legacy asset works on Lake 
Leake, Tooms and Rileys Creek 
Dam. 

Water Delivery Priority Projects 
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Angus Lyne — Campbell Town  

Irrigator Interview 

Campbell Town’s Lyne family are firmly 
focused on farming for the future. 

Parents Crosby and Poppy, children Angus, and 
wife Lauren, and Sam, and wife Chloe, share a 
passion and vision for sustainably growing their 
2,500-hectare livestock and cropping enterprises 
– and high-surety irrigation water is a key pillar 
in their plan. 

The family has traditionally only had access to 
the Elizabeth and Macquarie River system, which 
was a small and inconsistent water right. They 
purchased an additional 1,000 — 1,500 ML from 

a self-constructed South Esk Scheme in 2018. 
And now they have committed to a further 
1,500 ML through the Water Sales process for 
the new Northern Midlands Scheme, one of the 
Tranche Three projects currently being 
developed by Tasmanian Irrigation. 

Minimising the risk of seasonal vulnerabilities 
continues to bolster expansion of their Merino 
and crossbred flock, cattle agistment and area 
planted to potatoes, poppies, seed crops and 
cereals at Riccarton and a new property 
purchased last year near Campbell Town. 

“A major threat to the future 
sustainability of the business 
was the inconsistent inflows 
of the eastern catchments in 
the EM system,” Angus said. 

“With our investment in 
irrigation infrastructure 
under our previous water 
resource, it meant we had a 
high cost of production 
model so dry seasons are a 
major risk. We have invested 
into irrigation schemes to 
give us more surety and 
avoid big financial losses in 
low rainfall years. 

“Tasmanian Irrigation water 
will hopefully be the 
backbone of this security to 
maintain and expand our 
cropping rotations and stock 
numbers. 

“Our water investment to 
date has allowed us to 
increase our cash flows and 
capital values, strengthening 
our balance sheet and 
allowing us access to further 
capital.” 

The Lyne family currently 
have 600 hectares under 
pivot. They aim to increase 
this to 900 — 1,000 hectares 
once the Northern Midlands 
Irrigation Scheme water 
flows in 2024/25. 
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They have invested an estimated $4,000 per 
hectare on irrigation infrastructure. 

In 2016, they employed four staff. An additional 
three FTEs have been engaged since then and 
further employees will be required once the new 
Northern Midlands water can be accessed. 

Angus said the family’s philosophy, when 
considering whether to invest in irrigation water, 
took into account future generations, expansion 
plans and estimates of how much water would 
be required per hectare to run their business as 
profitably and sustainably as possible, while 
being aware of affordability. 

“This is a one-off opportunity to look at what will 
be needed for the next 30 years and beyond,” 
Angus said. 

“It is easy to get bogged down in analysing the 
cost of water on a per ML basis and talk yourself 
out of investing. We engaged consultants to 
calculate the best options for us re private 
schemes versus TI water, and decided to 
purchase 1,500 megalitres from the Northern 
Midlands Scheme. 

 

“While considering the high costs and 
poor reliability of water systems on the 
mainland and globally, I think we are 

very fortunate to have the opportunity 
to invest in this scheme. The significant 

costs associated with the water will 
bear a pain hopefully insignificant to 

the virtues of drought years like 2015.”  
 

“If my parents hadn’t invested in irrigation 
infrastructure or water 20 years ago, then there 
would only be room for two families to live 
sustainably on the property. 

“Going forward, we will hopefully have capacity 
for my family, my brother’s family and to meet 
succession planning goals for my sister and 
parents.” 

The Northern Midlands Irrigation Scheme was 
originally based on 8,195 ML demand, but 
quickly expanded to 13,000 ML based on 
Expressions of Interest and then to 25,500 ML 
following Water Sales. Due to Water Sales over 
subscribing the design volume, new design 
considerations have been developed to ensure 
the scheme can meet community expectations. 

Tasmanian Irrigation will continue to work with 
the Northern Midlands Irrigator Representative 
Committee and all landowners on the finalisation 
of the design, before progressing approvals and 
releasing construction tenders. 

Northern Midlands Irrigation Scheme Snapshot 

Area serviced South of Cressy, including Powranna, Macquarie, Epping Forest, Barton, 
Isis, Conara, Campbell Town and Ross 

Capacity 25,500 ML 

Project cost $146.88 million 

Forecast commissioning 2024/25 season 

No. of property outlets 45 

Pipeline 157.3km 

Pump stations 3 

Dams 1 
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The Tasmanian Irrigation 
team has been working 
incredibly hard to 
progress the next five 
irrigation projects as part 
of Tranche Three phase 
one. 

Projects at Don, Fingal, Tamar, 
Northern Midlands and the 
Sassafras Wesley Vale 
Augmentation are forecast to be 
completed by 2025, delivering 
47,350 megalitres of high-surety 
irrigation water via 322.3km of 
pipeline, two dams and 11 
pump stations. 

Expressions of Interest to 
prequalify for constructions 
relating to the Don Irrigation 
Scheme closed early last month, 
as well as EOIs for the 
construction of dams, pump 
stations and pipelines for all 
Tranche Three irrigation 
projects. 

Successful contractors selected 
through this public EOI process 
will be prequalified for a period 
of three years and subsequently 
invited to respond to selective 
Requests for Tender per 
contract category per project. 

Fingal Water Sales are expected 
to be launched in July and we 
are looking forward to farmers 
contracting water allocations as 
part of this important process.  

Applications will be open for 
about six weeks so please 
ensure all landowners in the 
Fingal, Avoca and Royal George 
area apply for sufficient water 
for now and for the future. 
 

Due to the Northern Midlands 
Irrigation Scheme being over-
subscribed, considerable work 
has been completed on new 
design options to service the 
area south of Cressy, including 
Macquarie, Barton, Isis, Conara, 
Campbell Town and Ross.  

The Northern Midlands Irrigator 
Representative Committee has 
recently been briefed on the 
expanded scheme, which has 
increased in size from 13,000 
ML to 25,500 ML based on 
irrigator demand. 

In terms of the South East 
Integration Project, Tasmanian 
Irrigation was delighted to 
receive $4.7 million from the 
Australian Government in the 
May budget to develop a 
business case for this game-
changing project in the State’s 
South East.  

It is expected that the 
integration of the three schemes 
in the region, together with new 
demand, will result in more than 
35,000 ML of high-surety 
irrigation water being delivered 
to farmers in the Colebrook, 
Campania, Richmond, Coal 
Valley and Sorell areas.  

The focus is securing an 
alternate, reliable and cost-
effective water source, 
potentially creating up to 2,600 
full-time jobs and an additional 
$150 million in on-farm 
investment.  

 

Program Development  

and Delivery  

By Stacey Woods 

 Tasmanian Irrigation’s 
Program Development 
and Delivery Team is 

proud to deliver irrigation 
projects from concept to 
water delivery, ensuring 
schemes are designed to 
be in operation for the 

next generation of 
farmers and beyond.  

There are a number of 
important steps incorporated 

into developing a new 
irrigation scheme, including: 

• Community consultation; 

• Expressions of interest; 

• Launch of preferred 
design option; 

• Water sales; 

• Contracts with 
landowners; 

• Final design; 

• Business case; 

• Permits and approvals; 

• Construction; and  

• Commissioning.  

 Along the way, risks are 
continually evaluated as the 

design progresses in terms of 
environment, social 

acceptability, cost and 
economic outcomes.  

As these schemes rely on a 
unique public / private 

partnership and funding 
model, all stakeholders are 
engaged and consulted to 
ensure key needs are met. 

All Tasmanian Irrigation 
schemes are designed to last 
at least 100 years and deliver 
water at an annual average 
reliability of more than 95 

per cent. 
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As one of the Tranche Three 
phase one priority projects, 
much focus and attention 
continues to be directed to the 
Tamar Irrigation Scheme. 

This project has the potential to 
be the largest scheme in 
northern Tasmania, covering the 
areas of Westwood, Rowella, 
Beaconsfield, Legana, Hillwood, 
Pipers River, Lilydale and Pipers 
Brook. 

Water will be sourced from Lake 
Trevallyn and delivered via 
240km of pipeline to landowners 
in the region.  

Almost 170 expressions of 
interest have so far been 
received for 11,760 megalitres of 
water.  

There is significant capacity to 
expand this interest and 
Tasmanian Irrigation invites any 
landowner in this region to 
contact Project Manager Josh 
Marshall (contact details below) 
to discuss their water needs. 

Further feasibility investigations 
are currently being completed in 
a bid to reduce scheme capital 
cost and / or increase the 
interest in water. 

Tasmanian Irrigation is about to 
launch a new information 
program to enable Tamar 
irrigators to access additional 
detail about the project timeline, 
pricing, water sales, 
construction, connections, Farm 
WAPs, water delivery and much 
more.  

Two information days are being 
planned, featuring a range of 
speakers to discuss land values, 
agronomy, finance and other 
relevant topics, as well as 
irrigators from other schemes 
willing to share their insights into 
irrigation water in Tasmania. 

The speakers will also be 
available for informal one-on-one 
discussions. 

All landowners in the greater 
Tamar region are invited to 
attend one or both of the 
forums: 

• Tuesday 27 July at the 

Hillwood Hall from 10am – 
2.30pm 

 

• Thursday 29 July at the 

Exeter Hub from 10am – 
2.30pm 

The full program will soon be 
available from the Tasmanian 
Irrigation website at 
www.tasirrigation.com.au/
schemes/tamar.  

 

“This will be a great 
opportunity to learn more 
about the Tamar Irrigation 
Scheme and how irrigation 
water can potentially open 

endless value adding, 
diversification and growth 

opportunities.” 

 

A free BBQ lunch will also be 
provided, so please RSVP if you 
plan on attending to Josh 
Marshall. 

For more information about the 
Tamar Irrigation Scheme, to 
attend the forums or to express 
interest in high-surety water, 
please contact: 
 

Tamar Project Manager   
Josh Marshall  

  -Mobile 0418 775 392 

   -Email  
josh.marshall@tasirrigation.com.au  

Tamar Irrigation Scheme 

http://www.tasirrigation.com.au/schemes/tamar
http://www.tasirrigation.com.au/schemes/tamar
mailto:sven.rand@tasirrigation.com.au
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“I ask myself every day, how can Tasmanian 

Irrigation deliver water more efficiently and 

cost effectively to our farmers? That’s what 

motivates me every single day at work.” 

-Scott O’Halloran, Tasmanian Irrigation Scheme Operator 
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Scott O’Halloran  

TASMANIAN IRRIGATION — MEET THE TEAM 

Tasmanian Irrigation title? 

Sassafras Wesley Vale Irrigation Scheme 
Operator. 

 

Snapshot of your work and study 
history 

I was head prefect at Smithton High 
School before completing a Certificate III 
in light fabrication in Penguin. 

 

Brief description of your current role 

I currently work with irrigators to 
maximise their needs of flow within the 
restraints of the current infrastructure. I 
also work alongside contractors and our 
TI Technical Support Services Team as 
part of our huge focus on delivering the 
upgrade to the SWISS. 

 

What do you enjoy most about 
working at Tasmanian Irrigation  

The best part about working with TI is 
the opportunity to meet new people 
working in a area that I love — 
agriculture!! 

 

What has been your most memorable 
moment since joining TI  

I never forget my interview with CEO 
Andrew Kneebone. One of his questions 
was “when would be the earliest you 
could start”? 

“Tomorrow,” I replied. “Don’t let the arm 
in the sling put  you off. I’m a fast 
healer!!”  

Favourite book: 

Power of One. 
 

Favourite food: 

Potatoes. 

 

Favourite movie: 

Point Break — the original! 

 

Favourite holiday location: 

Bateman’s Bay, New South Wales. 

 

Best piece of advice for the next 
generation: 

Invest in your own backyard. 

 

If I was Prime Minister for a day, I 
would: 

Fly to Hawaii as well! 

 

The three people you would invite to 
share dinner with you: 

Angus Young (AC/DC), Garth Brooks 
(singer / songwriter) and Ringo Starr 
(Beatles drummer). 
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Tasmanian Irrigation 
schemes comprise 25,000 
individual infrastructure 
assets with a replacement 
value of approximately 
$500 million.   

Ensuring ongoing infrastructure 
performance is essential to 
meet requirements of irrigators 
across the State.   

We must strike a balance 
between over-maintaining these 
assets and adding un-necessary 
cost (”gold-plating”), but also 
avoiding under-maintaining 
critical infrastructure that will 
cause scheme outages and 
related consequences.   

TI’s Technical Support Services 
Team has developed an asset 
management tool that forecasts 
our future asset maintenance 
and renewals requirements.   

Together with our Scheme 
Operators, we have assessed 
the “state of the assets” to 
understand condition, remaining 
life and potential asset failure 
consequences.   

“This information enables 
us to define asset risk 
levels and expected 

future deterioration.”   

 
The tool allows us to identify in 
a “ground-up” manner the 
required maintenance activities 
and frequencies for our civil, 
mechanical, electrical and 
instrumentation assets.  

The tool also provides useful 
information that guides future 
use of Asset Renewals Levy 
(ARL) funds as our schemes 
age.   

Rather than the production of 
lengthy, difficult-to-read scheme 
asset management plans, our 
innovative approach uses Power 
BI data dashboards to quickly 
understand and communicate 
current and future asset risks,  

 

identify future maintenance and 
renewals requirements and 
communicate with our internal 
and external stakeholders.   

Future maintenance and 
renewals are then validated in 
the field with our operators and 
inform our budgeting and price 
setting.   
 

“The improved quality of 
information from the 

asset management tool is 
being welcomed at our 

current round of Irrigator 
Representative 

Committee discussions.” 

Asset Management — Improvements Creating Value 

By Paul Davis and Hayden Thorp 
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Upcoming Events  

As part of Tasmanian Irrigation’s renewed focus on external 
communications, we will shortly be launching a new website. Please 

also follow Tasmanian Irrigation on Facebook to ensure you stay up to 
date with our latest news. 

In the meantime, please note the following forecast   
Tasmanian Irrigation events:  

 

 

July 

Fingal Water Sales Launched 

 

Tuesday 27 July Tamar Information Day — Hillwood Hall 

 

Thursday 29 July Tamar Information Day — Exeter Hub 

 

Later 2021 

Sassafras Wesley Vale Augmentation  
Water Sales Launched 

 

South East Integration Project  
Water Sales Launched 

 

Early 2022 

Tamar Water Sales Launched 
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For more information about this newsletter, please contact: 

Tasmanian Irrigation Pty Ltd 

Address: Level 2, Launceston Airport Passenger Terminal Building,  

201 Evandale Rd, Western Junction, TASMANIA, 7212 

Postal address: PO Box 84, Evandale, TAS, 7212   

Phone: (03) 6398-8433   

www.tasirrigation.com.au 
 

If you would like to unsubscribe or subscribe additional email addresses, please email 
communications@tasirrigation.com.au  

 

This newsletter contains information of a general nature and reasonable care has been taken to ensure 
accuracy of content at the time of publication. Scheme details and policies may change, and individual 
circumstances may vary. This newsletter should not be relied upon as a basis of individual decision 
making.  

 

http://www.tasirrigation.com.au
mailto:enquiries@tasirrigation.com.au

